AEROGLOVE®
GLOVE DISPENSER
INSTRUCTIONS

MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS
The user is responsible for proper installation and use of this dispenser. For best results, mount the
dispenser level and on a flat surface.
Equipment Needed:
Measuring Tape
Level
Screwdriver
Eye Protection
Pencil
Drill and Drill Bit
Appropriate Mounting Fasteners
1. Position the unit on wall with front cover open. Use a pencil to mark mounting locations through
the holes on the back of the unit. Make sure unit is level before marking holes.
WARNING: Proper function of this dispenser requires level mounting. Use mounting holes
closest to the outer edges for best results.
2. Drill the marked spots on the wall with an appropriate sized drill bit for the wall material and
mounting hardware.
3. To complete the installation, use mounting hardware appropriate for the wall on which the
dispenser will be mounted. A flat washer should be used between the head of the fastener
and the inside of the dispenser.

GLOVE LOADING
1. Insert Key if equipped
2. Open front cover of the unit
3. Remove empty cardboard cartridge backer
4. Prior to installing the new cardboard cartridge, fold and crease the cartridge lengthwise from
wrist to fingertips. This will ensure that the gloves fully inflate.
5. Insert cuff end of cardboard cartridge into clips located near the battery compartment (leave
rubber band on new glove cartridge)
6. Insert cardboard tabs into the clips near the glove finger tips

7. Gently close front cover

USING THE DISPENSER
1. Pass hand in front of the dispenser sensor
2. Unit will push air into the glove to inflate
3. Insert hand into glove
4. Gently push hand forward to remove glove from dispenser

TROUBLESHOOTING
Most problems can be corrected by opening the unit and re-positioning the glove cartridge. If that does
not resolve the issue, try removing and reinserting the batteries or A/C adapter, or try replacing with new
batteries. If problems persist, contact RedDot Brands at 844.788.9564 or support@reddotbrands.com.
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